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"Listen to men of experience."
Father Murray's Advice to Young Men
Regis Roundup- October, 1971

Seventeenth
Regis President
Father David M. Clarke, S.J.

Father David M. Clarke, S.J.
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Appointment of the Rev. David
M. Clarke, S.J., as the 17th President of the Regis College Corporation was announced in March by
the Rev. Thomas J. Casey, S.J.,
Chairman of the Regis Board of
Trustees.
Father Clarke, 44, is currently
Provost and Academic Vice President at the College of St. Francis,
Joliet, Ill. He will assume his duties
as President on Aug. 1, 1972, succeeding Father Casey who has also
served as interim President since
last July 1.
The appointment concludes a six~ont~ search to fill the Regis presidential vacancy which was created
by the resignation of the Very Rev.
Louis G. Mattione, S.J., in June,
1971. A seven-member search committee, appointed by the Board
Aug. 30, and chaired by Dr. Francis
J. ~zog, professor of chemistry at
Reg1s, presented its report and
recommendations to the Board of
Trustees Feb. 7.
"Father Clarke is the right man
for Regis for the 70's," said Father
Casey who will continue to serve
as Board Chairman.
Fathe: Clarke has an impressive
and vaned academic and administrative background. He holds the
Doctorate in physical chemistry
~rom Northwestern University. He
IS a member of the Board of Trustees of Loyola University in Chicago
~nd the College of the Holy Cross
In Worcester, Mass., and has served
~s a Trustee of Gonzaga University
1n Spokane, Wash.
From 1966 to 1970 Father Clarke

served as Associate Professor of
Chemistry, Academic Vice President
and Executive Vice President at
Gonzaga. He has been in his present post at St. Francis since 1970.
Father Clarke has taught chemistry and mathematics both as a layman and a priest at Gonzaga and
served as a research chemist at
The Western Observatory (Boston
College). He has also served as
Director of the Gonzaga Computer
Center.
In 1967-68 Father Clarke served
a year 's academic internship at
Drake University, Des Moines, Ia.,
as one of 46 men and women chosen by the American Council on
Education "as promising college
and university administrators who
will spend the academic year_sha_rpening their talents at host InStitUtions across the nation."
A native of Chewelah, Was~ .•
Father Clarke attended schools m
Spokane. He earned both the Bachelor's and Master's degrees at Gonzaga. He was employed as~ ch~m
ist with Inland Empire Ref1~enesi
Inc., before entering the Society 0
Jesus (Jesuits).
Father Clarke has conducted. rej
search in the areas of physiC~
chemistry and seismology, and pu lished articles in private, governd
ment and professional reports a~
journals. His professional ass~c~n
tions have included th~ Am~r~c siChemical Society; Ame~lcan ocfety
cal Soci_ety; ~eismol~.g~~l L~mbda
of Amenca; S1gma XI,_ 1 anageUpsilon; and the Amencan M
ment Association.

Regis' First
Female
Student Body
President
Breaks Tradition
The 94-year tradition of male student leadership was broken with
the election of Miss Penny Dempsey
as Regis' first female Student Body
President. She is one of the first
women to hold this office in the
28 Jesuit colleges and universities
in the United States.
In an impressive 424-252 run-off
vote, the 20-year-old junior from
University Heights, Ohio, won
against Greg H encman n, 20, of
Denver, who admitted, "She was a
tough competitor."
Miss Dempsey stressed that "This
is not a victory for women's lib
necessarily. I felt there should be
a diversification of candidates and
it also provided an opportunity for
Regis ' coed population to let it be
known we want and deserve recognition on campus." Regis became
co-educational in 1968 and now has
366 full-time women students.
"We hope to set up channels for
involvement of the Regis students,
removing the emphasis from the
Board and placing it on the students, " Penny stated. She str~ssed
the need for a greater flow of mformation and cooperation between
the Executive Board and the student body. Other areas of concern
are academic developf'!lent, placement, career opportunity counseling and even the hope for a student
ombudsman.
.
.
A sociology maJor, M1ss Dempsey
spent her freshman year at Salve
Regina College in Newport, R.~ .•
and is viewing a career as a,publl~
health nurse. Her role as presldent" is not a new one !or.her. She
~ was president of her JUnior class
and president of the student co~n
cil during her senior year at Regma
High School in Cleveland.

Other newly-elected members of
the Student Senate Executive Board
are Patrick Cronan, 19, of Edina,
Minn., Vice President; Dennis Lowe,
20, of Cedar Rapids, Ia., Secretary;
Paul Milligan, 20, of Kirkwood, Mo.,
treasurer; Vickie Singleton, 19, of
Kansas City, Mo:, Director of College Relations; John Rubey, 20, of
Chicago, Ill., Director of Social Relations; and John Whitaker, 20, of
Kansas City, Mo., Director of Community Relations.

Will the Real President Please Stand Up?
It was only natural that the Presidents show up, and three of them were there
. . . well, really only two. A surprise visitor to Regis College's Inaugural Ball, official
installation of new student officers for 1972-73, was (Richard M. Dixon) left, whose
striking resemblance to President Nixon has provided James LaRoe, of Seaford, N.Y.,
a new career. He's being greeted by Morgan Lavin , Regis Dean of Students, as Penny
Dempsey, new student body president, and Father Thomas J. Casey, S.J., Acting
President of Regis, look on. His appearance was arranged by student officers.

a
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Two Join Administrative Staff
Executive Director for Development

George T. Burns

Complementary to the pl~nning
of new directions for Reg1s m the
area of institutional advancement
was the appointment Nov. 1 of
George T. Burns, of Claremont,
Calif., to the newly-created position
of Executive Director for Development.
Burns has been associated with
fund raising, development and public relations for the past 16 years
and has held staff positions at several major colleges and universities.
He headed his own consulting firm
in Claremont before joining Regis.
In announcing the appointment,
Father Thomas J . Casey, S.J ., Acting President of Regis, indicated
Regis will initiate and carry out a
broadened development program in
the 70's to assist in implementing
new academic programs as well as
expanding Regis ' role of community
service and activity.
"Regis must move in this manner

to. strengthen and grow in its com~~t~en~ as. a mod~rn , viable, ChristIan mst1tut1on of h1gher education ,
Fat~er Casey noted. Burns will c~
ordlnate all aspect~ of Regis' fund
devel~pment , public relations and
alumni programs.
. A native of New York City, Burns
1s a graduate of the University of
Southern California where he later
served as Director of Annual Giving
His programs at USC earned na~
tional recognition . Burns served as
resident counselor for a multi-million dol ar capital campaign at the
University of Alabama. He has also
served as Director of Special Programs at Pomona College, Calif.,
and as a consultant to the Palo Alto,
Cal if ., Medical Research Foundation , Pitzer College in Claremont,
Outward Bound and other private
organizations.
Burns is married and has eight
children.

Special Assistant to th e Pre ide nt
The appointment of Dr. Thomas
A. Emm~t, Jr. , of Detroit, Michigan ,
as Spec1al Assistant to the Presi~ent of the Regis College Corporation, was announced in mid-January
by ~ather Thomas J. Casey, S.J .,
Cha1rman of the Regis Board of
Trustees.
. ~r. Emmet's primary responsibilIty IS to conduct a study and prepare recommendations to the Board
~f Trust~es toward effecting greater
1~tegrat1on of Regis ' secondary and
h1gher ~ducation programs and
more efficient utilization of resources and facilities. His report and
recommendations will be submitted
no later than December 1 , 19?2.
Dr. Thomas A. Emmet, Jr.

. . ~at~er. Cas~y noted that Regis '
Initiative m th1s area is in line with
r_ecommendations of a recent natlo~al Carnegi~ Commission report
Whl_ch urge_s h1gher education to be
an lntegratmg force in the develop~ent of new programs, new thinkmg <1~d new models in the life long
~earnmg. process, particularly beween higher education and secondary schools.
· "It's a c~allenge to me to assist
1 ~ developmg an active coordination a_nd cooperation between two
very mterestmg educational insti-
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tut ions, Reg is High School, with its
excellent local reputation, an~ Regis College, with its fine nat1onal
reputation ," said Dr. Emmet, w~o
has nearly 20 years' experience m
educational administration. "The
i nterest and spirit of all at Regis is
quite refreshing (to me) after work·
ing in larger institutio~s such as
the Un iversity of Detroit and Mar·
quette."
Dr. Emmet earned the do_cto_rate
degree at the University of Michigan
and holds both the bachelor's.and
master's degrees from the Umver·
sity of Detroit where he later ser~ed
in various fac~lty and administrative
positions. As an educational co~;
sultant he has served all 28 JesUII
'
.
·t·
severa
colleges and umvers1 ·1es, an d re·
other schools, foundatiOns resi·
search corporations. H_e wasE~uca·
dent of his own firm ,_H1gher . h he
tion Executive Assoc1at~~· w:~~lica·
later sold to McGraw- 1 served
tions in Chicago and later cGraw·
on the editorial staff~ 0 MSchools
5
Hill publications, Nattpn ·ty ausi·
and College and Umversl
ness.
chairman
Dr. Emmet is presently o-HoW,
of the Board of Spo~t-:·~~rm that
Inc., a Southfield, _M.1c ·• rwomen.
conducts football cl1n1cs to

1
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Alumni Plan 'New Directions'

a
Y

A record-breaking eighteen of twenty Board members attended the National Alumni Board meeting on
campus, March 17, 18 and 19. They engaged in wideranging, discussions with members of the administration revolving mainly around the topics of innovative education program planning, changes in the
governing structure and future alumni activities.
The meeting marked the first "public" appearance
of Father David M. Clarke, S.J., the 17th President of
Regis, who flew in from Chicago especially for this
meeting. Father Clarke takes office on August 1,
1972. Among other "fi rsts" : Alumni bunked in the
new dormitory; met the first woman student body
president; and participated in Parents' _Weekend activities and Student Honors Convocat1on and Banquet.
The Conference was called to order on Friday
evening by President Edwin J. Feulner, Jr., '63. Father
Thomas J . Casey, S.J., Acting President, gave a presentation on steps he has taken since July 1, 1971,
to consolidate the corporation's position and to effect new management controls. At the con!erence
windup on Sunday morning, the Board un~n_1mou~ly
gave a vote of confidence to the new ~dmm1strat1ve
ieadership of the College and pledged 1ts support to
carrying out the new mission and purpose. B.etween
times, the Board heard from, and talked w1th, top
level administrators and seve:al. students. Ge~~ral
Board reaction: " The College IS 1n good hands.
The paramount topic during the three days re:
volved around the question: "Where does the Alumni
Association go from here?" The answer, perhaps,
was best expressed by the comment of one out-ofstate alumnus who wrote prior to the co~ference!
"I have felt for some time now t~at the Re!11s Alu~n1
Association, if it contin~es to ~~ 1nvolved s1mply With
fund raising and occas1onal v1s1t~ (by a College representative) for a cocktail party, IS do?,med to eventual extinction and probably s~?uld b~.
.
This statement led into sp1nted d1scus~1on of t_he
"New Directions for the Alumni Assoc_la~ap~~·
ared by George T. Burns, Execut1ve
~f;~cto~r~ Development. (A ~opy of this paper tis)
·
re uest to the Off1ce of Deve 1opmen .
available on
q
that the responsibility of the
The paper proposes
.
the life-long education of alumni does not
f
College t~~ day the graduate gets his diploma. F_urend on
"f the College creates programs Which
ther, that 1
ni to take an active self-interest role

~ncourag~ a 1u~he institution, the College will b~nefit

m the affal_rs ad ocacy and goodwill. His des/fe to
through h1s a v

participate financially will follow in due course. Thus,
a real partnership can exist between the volunteer
sector and the administrators who manage the institution.
In more specific terms, the "continuing education"
theme would include conferences, seminars, rapabout-the-gap sessions between alumni and students,
alumni summer camp, alumni visiting committees,
social events to assist student recruiting, and similar
programs to be developed. In response to a specific
question, Burns assured the Board that he wasn't
anti-social; that he thought the social milieu could be
used to advance the College's basic mission and
purpose.
The Board heard reports from William J. Fortune,
'69, on the activities of the "Ad Hoc Denver Alumni
Club Organizing Committee"; from Judge L. Paul
Weadick, W43, on Alumni Awards; James R. Sena,
'58, on Minority Student Recruitment; Walter F. Imhoff, '55, on the 1971-72 Alumni Fund; and John A.
Yelenick, '43, on "Reorganization of the Regis Directors."
In further actions, the Board voted to extend the
membership of all Board members and officers for
one year; dedicated this meeting to the memory of
George A. Reichert, '54, who died Dec. 4, 1971 in
Vail, Colo.; elected Judge Donald N. Pacheco, W61,
to fill Mr. Reichert's term of office; and formally endorsed the paper "New Directions" as the model for
future activities of the Alumni Association.
Board members present were:
Roman A. Borgerding, '58, Minneapolis, Minnesota;
Daniel J. Dalpes, '63, Denver, Colorado; William J.
Deline, '57, Englewood, Colorado; Paul V. Dugan,
'61, Wichita, Kansas; David H. Eby, Jr., M.D., '60,
Saratoga, California; George H. Eckert, '53, Albuquerque, New Mexico; Edwin J. Feulner, Jr. , '63, Fairfax City, Virginia; Theodore J. Foti, '60, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin; R. Paul Horan, '61, Denver, Colorado;
Regis P. Malloy, '59, Denver, Colorado; Michael F.
Mayer, '61, Kansas City, Missouri; Charles J. McCarthy, '59, Northbrook, Illinois; Patrick J. O'Malley,
'67, Omaha, Nebraska; Eugene P. O'Neal, '58, Des
Peres, Missouri; R. M. (Mick) Schafbuch, '56, Denver,
Colorado; James R. Sena, '58, Denver, Colorado;
James J. Waters, '61, Denver, Colorado; Hon. L. Paul
Weadick, W43, Denver, Colorado.
Board members Dr. Frank Sullivan, '34, Los Angeles, Calif., and Robert J. Wallace, '51, La Junta,
Colo., sent their regrets.
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Vietnam Commentary:

South Vietnam Role Critical to
'De-Americanization' of War
Frank Corry ... Regis Alumnus U.S. Foreign Service Veteran

Frank B. Corry

Frank B. Corry, a 1953 Regis
College graduate, has served in the
U.S. State Department since 1959.
He currently is on duty at the American Embassy in Bangkok, Thailand,
as a Political-Military Officer. Previous assignments have taken him
to the Department of State (working
on East Asia), Japan, East Pakistan, and from 1969-71, to Vietnam.
Following his graduation from Regis
and service with the Marines, Corry
studied Chinese, Japanese and Indian history at Georgetown University. He joined the State Department
through the regular examination
system and credits former Regis
professor Dr. Fred Van Valkenburg
with influencing his decision to
pursue a diplomatic career. For
those aspiring to such service
Corry recommends: "Know your
own country, its substance, its history and world history. A good solid
knowledge of economics and literature is equally helpful," (in essence,
a good liberal arts education). His
remarks for the accompanying article were made during an interview
at Regis earlier this year while he
and his family were visiting relatives
and friends in Denver before going
to Thailand .
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The rapid expansion of. South
Vietnam government power mto the
contested country-side has played
a critical role in the "de-Americanization" of the war in Vietname. And in the opinion of Frank
Corry, Regis College alumnus and
13-year veteran with the Foreign
Service of the U.S. (Department of
State), there's cause for hope for
the new direction of the American
involvement in Vietnam.
"We got a dousing of cold water
in 1968 with the Tet offensive,"
Corry explains. "It forced a new
analysis on our part and a new orientation of our activities. The upshot of it was we were emphasizing
the wrong things. The war indeed
is and has been a war of population
control.
"As soon as we realized that the
only people who could win the war
were the Vietnamese, the South
Vietnamese government, largely
through American stimulus, began
to do things that should have been
done all along. We belatedly realized we were fighting the war the
wrong way and we're now doing it
the right way, I think," Corry states.
Corry, who spent two years both
?S seni?r a~visor and deputy senlor adv1sor rn several provinces in
Vietnam, notes that an "accelerated
pacification program" has changed
the course of the war there. The
South Vietnamese have re-established their own control over a majority of the population . This control has come about through a
forceable injection of government
power away from the district and
province towns, into the hinterland.
The net effect has been that it has
forced the Communists first into local hiding and eventually into deep
sanctuary, making it more difficult

for them to get access to the local
population.
" What you have for local government in Vietnam is part a legacy of
the old French colonial system and
in part the new democracy. On the
one hand you have appointed provi nee and district chiefs- military
men generally in favor of the government, " Corry said, "and on the
other hand you have elected village
governments and province councils. "
Also a part of the plan, he explained, has been the injection of
small RD (revolutionary develop·
ment) cadres into the villa~~~; the
training of territorial m1!1t1a; a
buildup of local platoons of " ho~e
town " boys and of a national pol1ce
force as well.
.
These moves were coupled With
a new application of the .old ~tr~
tegic hamlet program wh1ch. IS rn
effect, Corry said, the relocatro.n of
the population within the varrous
hamlets not so much to control the
population but again to deny the
Communists easy access to these
people.
.
Now that the South Vretnam.ese
are .rn control , they are going rnto
rl
the sanctuary areas where form~ ~
only American units went. ~
these sanctuary areas ar.e gradua y
being eliminated, he sard. ·on of
" When we view the expansr on·
South Vietnamese governme;~ cAn·
trol 1 think we can b~ h~P~a~i that
other cause for hope IS t lethe tunc·
there has been growth 0
'th the
tion of practical demo~racy w~vern·
re-establishment of ~rllag~ ~lected
ment and the creat1on
province councils.
exper·
1
Drawing on his person~etlected
iences in Vietnam, Cofrry 1g62-68
that " the war we knew rom

°

Profile of a College President
Dr. George C. Roche, III

'

has been won. The Viet Gong as
we knew them, are largely defeated."
"I think we can safely withdraw
most of our troops. We may be
down to under 50 thousand people by midyear; it's possible to do
this without seriously affecting the
course of the war. Nevertheless,
there probably will be a need for
U.S. air support.
"We will need to shore up the
South Vietnamese currency, there
will be a requirement for monetary
support and we'll obviously have to
give them the hardware to fight with.
So when we talk about Vietnamization and de-Americanization, we
reduce, perhaps even eliminate entirely, the American personnel involvement with South Vietnam. But
this does not mean we would withdraw completely from the war."
"We got involved in a type of war
that we were fairly ignorant about.
Our initial involvement went through
a trial and error period in which I
believe we were overly optimistic
about what American manpower,
technical and firepower capabilities
could accomplish. The effects of
our involvement were as serious in
the United States as they were in
South Vietnam."
Understandably cautious in his
observations, Corry indicated he
feels there exists a general fear
of the anarchy that existed in the
post-Diem period and that this fear
has caused the Vietnamese to back
away from coups in recent yea~s: "I
think the real problems ans1ng
from President Thieu's unopposed
election are not to be looked for
now, but maybe two or three yea~s
from now if he attempts to sta~ 1n
office beyond his ~resent term w1th,~
out allowing mean1ngful challen!ile.
In regard to his prese:nt. assignment in Thailand, Corry IS rnvo~ved
in u.s. political-military re.lat1ons
with the Thai government, lnclu~
ing U.S. military assistance to Thailand.

When Dr. J. Donald Phillips, tenth
President of Hillsdale College, Hillsdale, Michigan, resigned his post of
nineteen years, the arduous task of
drawing up a list of rigid qualifications for his replacement fell upon
Dr. W. Tyrone Gillespie, first vicechairman of the Board of Trustees
and Chairman of the Presidential
Search Committee; and Don Houghton, Assistant to Dr. Phillips.
The completed list was so idealistic that the Board approached its
screening process by agreeing to
settle on the candidate with the
highest number of these prerequisites. Over 130 candidates were
interviewed, five ranking high in
the opinion of the Board, but one
won the final approval of the Board
as "having it all." The eleventh
President of Hillsdale College would
be Dr. George C. Roche Ill, a 1956
alumnus of Regis College.
The 36-year-old Dr. Roche, who
was formally inaugurated on October 9, 1971, has an impressive background that would satisfy the presidential qualifications for any college. After graduating from Regis,
Dr. Roche earned the Master's and
Ph.D. degrees from the University
of Colorado, majoring in history. He
has taught at both Colorado School
of Mines and the University of Colorado, and for two years was an officer in the Marine Corps.
A nationally-recognized historianeconomist, writer and public
speaker, Dr. Roche's books, Education in America, Frederick Bastiat:
A Man Alone and Legacy of Freedom
are in many libraries. His most recent book, The Bewildered Society,
deals with the problems which have
faced man throughout history, the
actions taken to solve those problems, and how the results of former
actions should be guidelines for
action today.
Previous to his appointment at
Hillsdale, Dr. Roche was Director
of Seminars for the Foundation for
Economic Education, involved in a
nationwide seminar program for
high school and college teachers.

A native of Colorado, Dr. Roche
is married to the former June Bernard. They have one son, George
IV, sixteen.
Dr. Roche is a member of The
Philadelphia Society; the famed
Mont Pelerin Society; Phi Alpha
Theta history honorary; American
Historical Association; Organization
of American Historians; the American Academy of Political and Social
Science; the Textbook Evaluation
Committee of America's Future; and
is a consultant for the Center for
Independent Education.
Upon acceptance of the presidency of Hillsdale College, Dr.
Roche said, "The opportunity to
participate in what has been going
on at Hillsdale and what the future
portends is a very great challenge
to me."
In his 1971 Commencement Address at Hillsdale, he expressed
pride in his new association, but
added, "Pride in past performance
is not enough. These are perilous
times for higher education." He emphasized that, "A college committed to complete independence,
committed to academic excellence,
committed to maintenance and further development of the finest liberal arts curriculum, can hold its
head up in any company."
Dr. Roche is a man strongly dedicated to producing "self-reliant,
se If- resp o nsi b I e, truly educated
young individuals."
He recently received the Freedom Leadership Award, given by
the Freedom Foundation, Valley
Forge, Pa., for "outstanding leadership in the academic field and for
bringing about a better understanding and appreciation of our Constitutional Government, American
free enterprise system and the spiritual foundations of our society,"
and also in recognition for "his
realistic approach to the problems
which beset colleges and for an
unwavering defense of the American system," reflected in his numerous speeches, articles and
books.
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1971-72 Faculty Le
Brian Priestman
Receives Honorary
Doctorate
An honorary Doctor of Fine Arts
Degree was conferred upon Brian
Priestman , music director and conductor of the Denver Symphony
Orchestra, at the annual Regis College Spring Honors Convocation,
citing that "He has brought to Denver, to Colorado, and to the West a
pioneering creativity in the making
of great music in a vital and compelling way. Music has assumed a
new life in the community under his
personal and artistic leadership. "
The British-born Priestman has
been with the Denver Symphony
since 1970. In 1952, he won the
rarely-awarded conducting prize of
the Brussels Conservatory. He has
served as musical director of the
Royal Shakespeare Theatre at
Stratford-on-Avon and has conducted virtually every major orchestra in Britain. He was the
founder of Birmingham's Orchestra
da Camera.
Priestman is presently resident
conductor of the Baltimore Symphony Orchestra, conducts for the
BBC in Britain, the CBC in Canada,
and has recently been appointed
chief conductor of the New Zealland Broadcasting Corporation Symphony Orchestra.
In accepting the degree, presented by the Rev. Thomas J.
Casey, S.J., Acting President, Priestman expressed great humility in
representing the musical activities
of the Denver Symphony Orchestra.
He said, "Instrumentalists, management and Board of Trustees are
here today and it is in part a little
of each of them that you see in me.
This coat of a single color is in
reality to be divided among all of
them."
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Dr. Alice R. Fehrer

Dr. Alice R. Fehrenbach , professor of psychology and acting director of Counseling Services, was selected to receive the 1971-72 Regis
College Faculty Lectu rer Award by
the Committee on Rank and Tenure
and the Committee on Faculty Research .
This award is presented for outstanding achievement in teaching ,
research , creative accomplishment
or publication in the arts, sciences
and humanities.
Dr. Fehrenbach is the fourth recipient of this award , which includes
a $250 honorarium , and as honoree,
she delivered a formal address, entitled, "The Battle of the Sexes : A
Truce for Tomorrow? " at the annual all-college Spring Honors Convocation, March 17.
In her address, Dr. Fehrenbach
called for a truce in the battle of the
sexes and cautioned that if none i.s
reached, a pathological , mastersl~ve relationship will develop that
Will be fatal to the best interests of
men, women and children.
She said that " somehow we have
lost our way and we do not see
clearly that our interdependency
must be based on respect. We are
great a_t ta!ki~g peace, not so great
at makmg 1t e1ther at home or in the
world outside."
"W~~en are an anomaly. We are
a maJNity who has been assigned

minority status. There is a dichotomy of attitude toward us . . . we
are good or evil. We are placed on
pedestals, incidentally, a rather
cold drafty location, or we are assigned to an intellectual or psychological gutter. Obviously most
women do not fit either category
or assigned position any more than
most men would " she continued.
Dr. Fehrenbach traced the attainments of women in such fields as
government, newspapers, ~adio, television literature, educatiOn, theatre and science, concluding that
only a few qual ified women reach
positions of prestige, and even
fewer receive monetary rewar~
compensatory with their responsibilities. "
" Today probably the greatest
reason for attrition of the resour~es
of women is faulty or no counseling
in the elementary schools where
role choices are first presented or
first reinforced outside of the
home," she said .
h ld
" There is also the widely e
idea that an intelligent or successful woman will not have a chanc~
of finding a hus~and- that
important measunng rod tor w
sevof every century."
Dr. Fehrenbach suggested
eral solutions:
hoW to
" We women must learn
h
get along better with each ot er.
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Father Thomas J. Casey, S.J. is shown with Brian Priestman
who received a Doctor of Fine Arts Degree, and Dr. Alice R. Fehre~bach
1971-72 Faculty Lecturer.
'
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We need honest, open relationships
between us as well as with men.
Years of competition for fewer men
than would go around has left us
bittersweet enemies. "
She told Regis students, faculty
and parents to "seek as nearly selfless love as you are able to negotiate; love that will allow others to
love us the only way they know
how, their way, not ours."
She urged the students to direct
themselves to working out an assault on the eight-hour day as a
path towards peace among the
sexes, noting that an interwoven
work plan will allow a woman to be
at home with her children before
and after school and enter the labor
force in the hours between.
Dr. Fehrenbach called for the
establishment of a Humanistic Center at Regis, where men and women
could explore their tastes and interests and get to know each other
without the armor of the currently
approved sexual approach glancing
off true communication. It is on
similarities that good relationships
are built, not on differences.
She also called for the re-establishment of the single family unit.
Marriage is in a bad state of disrepair, she said, and "many of my
professional colleagues feel that
the institution of marriage as we
will know it will disappear."

In reference to family size, Dr.
Fehrenbach said "people who wish
to have children should not be made
to feel as guilty about this as those
o~ anothe~ ~ge f.e lt because they
w1shed to l1m1t the1r families. 1 would
agree that the amount of psychological energy parents have should
be considered, but I would also
point out that the more intelligent
are less likely to reproduce today,
leaving civilization short on the
leadership it needs in the future."
She supported the women 's liberation movement and later noted
~hat wom.en are facing their anger
1n healthier ways. "We are opting
for honesty," Dr. Fehrenbach said,
"we are seeking to avoid the deviousness that actually resulted in
emasculation of men through the
centuries."
"Hope, laughter, but most of all,
faith, are needed to bring any of
these ideas to fruition," Dr. Fehrenbach concluded.
A Denver native, Dr. Fehrenbach
earned the bachelor's degree from
Barnard College in New York City
and both the master's and doctor's
degrees from the University of Denver. She holds the diploma of the
American Board of Professional
Psychologists in the discipline of
school psychology. She joined the

Regis College faculty in 1957 as a
lecturer in the evening division, and
h~s served full time at the College
SinCe 1968.
Dr. Fehrenbach was honored in
1969 with the presentation of the
Distinguished Service Award by the
Colorado Psychological Association
and .was the first woman recipient
of th1s award. She was also the first
woman and the first representative
from education to be on the Colorado State Board of Psychologist
Examiners. She was named a Fellow of the American Psychological
Association in 1966.
She serves on the executive
board and is chairman of public
relations for the Colorado Psychological Association, serves the advisory board of the Metropolitan
Mental Health Association, and is
chairman of public relations for the
Rocky Mountain Psychological Association. She is a member of the
Society of Projective Techniques,
N.E.A., Colorado Education Association, English Speaking Union,
Association for Specialized Services, Columbia University Women's
Club, Kappa Delta Pi, Zonta International and Delta Kappa Gamma.
A frequent speaker before civic
and professional organizations, Dr.
Fehrenbach also appears regularly
on KOA-TV, Denver.
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Around Campus
Operation Blood Bank

1971-72 Hlumni Fund

Members of the Regis chapter of
Rho Chi Sigma, natural sciences
fraternity, in cooperation with the
Bonfils Memorial Blood Bank, sponsored an on-campus " Operation
Blood Bank" in December.
This highly-successful event was
a first in the history of Bonfils with
the use of a mobile unit in obtaining
volunteer donations, and launched
a program to schedule the mobile
unit at other locations in the Denver area.
The two-day operation brought
174 pints of blood from student and
faculty donors, and it is hoped that
this project will be repeated at Regis next fall.
At the recent Student Honors
Banquet, the Rho Chi Sigma "Operation Blood Bank" received the
Outstanding Event for 1972 Award .

Total commitment to Regis College's 1971-72 Alumni Fund totaled
$50,786 as of March 27, Fund Chairman Walter F. Imhoff reported. The
amount is an increase of over
$5,500 for the same period (JulyMarch) a year ago.
With solicitation of out-of-Denver
alumni currently underway, Imhoff
is optimistic that the Fund will reach
its $65,000 goal by June 30.
Fund leaders have been following a pattern of selected personal
contact initiated last year. ''The fact
that the Fund has surpassed the
$50,000 mark at this time reflects
the success of this volunteer effort,"
Imhoff noted.

Gifts to Regis
Regis College has been the recipient of several major corporate,
foundation and trust gifts in recent
months. The monies were primarily
for unrestricted use but were also
designated for the College's library
and scholarship funds and for faculty development.
Gifts in the amount of $1,000 or
more have been received from:
The Denver & Rio Grande Western Railroad; The Margaret R.
Doyle, R.N ., Memorial Trust; The
John G. Duncan Trust ; Equitable
Life Assurance Society; Humble Oil
Co.; Marathon Oil Foundation, Inc.;
Midwest Oil Foundation; The Martin
J. and Mary Anne O'Fallon Trust;
The Freda T. Roof Memorial Scholarship Fund; Sears Roebuck Foundation; Schwavder, Inc.; Shell Oil
Co.; The L. S. Wood Charitable
Trust; Arthur Young and Co.
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Sen. Smith
Commencement Speaker
Sen. Margaret Chase Smith,
R-Maine, will give the principal address to the 1972 graduates at the
94th Annual Commencement,
May 14.
Sen. Smith is the only woman
ever to have been elected to four
full terms in the United States Senate, and the first woman to have
been placed in nomination for President at a national convention of a
major political party. She holds the
all-time consecutive roll-call voting
record in the entire history of the
U.S. Senate.
Active in politics since 1930, Senator Smith has made several extensive trips throughout the world.
Few have conferred with as many
leaders of nations.
Degrees will be awarded to the
largest number of May graduates
in Regis' history, including the first
class of women students since the
school changed to co-educational
status in 1968.
An honorary Doctor of Law Degree will be conferred upon Senator Margaret Chase Smith.

Ciwis Princeps Banquet
Roger D. Knight, Jr., has been
appointed General Chairman of the
1972 Regis College Civis Princeps
Awards Banquet, to be held Saturday, April 29 at the Denver Hilton
Hotel.
The Civis Princeps Award was
established by Regis in 1958 to
honor outstanding citizens for their
contributions to the State of Colorado. Since the inception of this
Award, 53 individuals have received
the honor.
In presenting this Award, Regis
repeats the Roman tradition of conferring the title Civis Princeps (First
Citizen) upon individuals recognized for achieving outstanding success in their field and contributing
to the development of the Roman
Empire.
.
Main speaker at the banquet w1ll
be the Rev. Paul C. Reinert, S.J.,
23-year president of St. Louis University. Father Reinert, who has
earned a national reputation as an
educator, civic leader and intellectual, is the chairman of the Association of American Colleges, and has
held numerous offices in national
educational groups.
Father Reinert is the author of a
book, To Turn the Tide, which has
just been published by PrenticeHall. This book is based on the findings and recommendations of
"Project SEARCH," a national
conference series comprised of
business leaders, labor, education,
government and other fields, coordinated by Father Reinert "to
determine a practical strategy for
rescue and renewal of the private
sector that could be immediately
implemented."
A native of Boulder, Colo. , Father
Reinert earned the bachelor's and
master's degrees from St. Lo_uis
University and a Ph .D. in Educat1?n
Administration from the University
of Chicago.
Knight, Chairman of the Board of
the United Banks of Colorado, Inc.,
is a member of the Board of Regents at Regis, and is one of Denver 's prominent civic leaders ..
Serving as Honorary Cha1rmen
for the event will be the Most Rev.
James V. Casey, Archbishop of
Denver, Colorado 's two U.S. Senators, Gordon Allott and Peter Dominick, Colorado Gov. John A. Love
and Denver Mayor William H. McNichols.
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Regis Directors' Dinner

Dinner For Bank Trustees

. Among the principal speakers at Regis ' annual Directors'
D1nn~r held on campus in early January were Father William
T. M1ller, S.J ., professor of chemistry and a member of the
Reg1s B?ard of Trustees, and John F. Sweeney, Cha irman of
lhe Reg1s Board of Regents, shown visiting with Mrs. sweeney
pnor to the event. Over 300 persons attended the Dinner
wh1ch honors members of the Regis Directors for their interest
and support.

Father Thomas J. Casey, S.J., Acting Regis President, was
host to a group of trust department executives from the
~e~yer ar7a banks at a recent dinner. Father Casey is shown
v1~1tmg With Regi~ alumni Gary T. Potter, left, trust officer
Wl.th the F~rst ~at1onal Bank of Denver, and Michael E. Timmms, trust off1cer with United Bank of Denver. The dinner
served as an opportunity for Regis to express appreciation
for past courtesies and of informing the group about some
of J3eg1s' current activities. Regis Dean of Students, Morgan
Lavm, spoke to the group on "The Mood of the Campus."

British Isles Excursion
As in past years, Dr. and Mrs.
William H. Mackintosh will conduct
a 22-day excursion of the British
Isles •. beg inni ng June 13, which
prom1ses to be an outstanding
event.
Dr. Mackintosh, Assistant Professor of Ph il osophy, and his wife,
E~a , are both widely-traveled and
h1ghl~-qualified tour guides. Dr.
Mackmtosh spent 14 years studying,
preaching and lecturing in Oxford ,
Lo~don , Glasgow and Edinburgh ,
Which affords the rare opportunity
to. offer many " behind-the-scenes "
Ql lm pses of these countries not
available in ordinary tour groups.
The tour will be visiting London,
Bath, Oxford, Stratford-on-Avon,
Llandudno, Windemere, Edinburgh,
Aberdeen , Inverness, Oban, Glasgow, Shannon, Cork and Killarney.
The group travel~ at a leisurely
pace so that each individual can
gain the full benefit of his particular
area of interest. In addition , many
~ree days have been planned , allow~~ g tour members to enjoy the prinCipal cities in the way they wish.
These free days are usually followed
by evening get-togethers to exchange and share experiences.

Highlighting the trip will be a
journey into the Scottish Highlands
and a traditional Highlands welcome, (a feature not offered on
most tour itineraries); an authentic
15th Century banquet served in native Irish costume and the presentation of colorful re-enactments of
Irish history, at Knappogue Castle
near Shannon;
Shakespearean
play at the Royal Shakespeare
Theatre at Stratford-on-Avon; a visit
to Caernarvon Castle where the
Prince of Wales was invested; and
the memorable experience of visiting in the homes of many people
from these countries throughout the
entire journey.
The round trip price of the tour
is $1120 from Denver, $988 from
New York, and is all inclusive, with
the exception of noonday snacks,
laundry and personal incidentals.
As a continuing education project,
this tour is completely tax deductable, a feature made possible
through the educational qualifications of the tour guides.
Complete details may be obtained by contacting Dr. and Mrs.
William H. Mackintosh, 5201 E. 6th
Ave. Pkwy., Denver 80220, phone

(303) 322-7921. Interested parties
are urged to act early in order to
allow ample time for pre-departure
planning.

a

About the Tour Guides:
In addition to his professorship
at Regis College, Dr. Mackintosh is
Chairman of the Department of Radio and TV for the Colorado Council
of Churches, Chaplain of the Denver
Police Department, the Denver City
Council, the Colorado Philharmonic
Orchestra and the Denver Chamber
of Commerce. He holds degrees
from Yale University, Pennsylvania
University and Oxford in England.
His wife, Eva, a graduate of Mississippi State College for Women,
has taught in the Denver Public
Schools and was Nominee for the
Teacher of the Year Award in 1967.
She is director of volunteer guides
for the Museum of Natural History
in Denver, and is a member of the
Denver Art Museum.
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Marguarette and Carl Eiberger

"Mom, I don't have anything to
do." How many times does every
mother hear this complaint pouring
forth from the toy-filled inner chambers of her child's bedroom? Every
mother, perhaps, except Mrs. Marguarette (Dickerson) Eiberger, a
Golden housewife and mother of
four, who solved this problem by
inventing not only something for
her children "to do," but to learn as
well. Marguarette has created an
educational game called Match
Patch, which eased its way upon
the game counters just before
Christmas.
Designed for children ranging
from three to ten years, Match
Patch is a bingo-like word game,
played by matching words on individual game cards with those given
by a caller. But while the children
are "match-patching" the gaily-illustrated word squares, they are
learning the alphabet, word association, consonant and vowel
sounds, and spelling. The pictures
can also be used to help develop
drawing skills. Match Patch can be
as versatile as the player's imagination.
This "new" game was actually
created by Marguarette when she
was a teacher at Columbian School
over 10 years ago, interestingly, before she had her first child. The original idea consisted of matching
only words, but it was so well received by the school children that
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she decided to incorporate her own
hand-drawn illustrations.
In the intervening years, Match
Patch went into semi-retirement
along with its designer, who was
devoting all her time to her small
children. Having reached the age to
enjoy it, the Eiberger children are
all active fans of Match Patch. They
recently "advertised " their delight
with their mother's venture with
hand-made valentines, inviting their
friends to play the game. But they
have an extra reason to feel proud
of the finished product, for the
game bears pictures of all four of
them; Eileen , 9, and Carl , 7, on the
box cover, and Mary, 4, and James,
3, on the game board itself.
The response to Match Patch as
an educational tool has been very
favorable. Veronica E. Casey, Marguarette's former principal at Columbian School and Professor Emeritus at Regis College, wrote, " ...
I have had the opportunity to study
her newly-published game Match
Patch. I recommend it to both
teachers and parents who wish to
assist children in learning to read
w~ll ... In my opinion Match Patch
Will be a favorite game of children
beca.use of its size, durability, attractive drawings and compet itive
factor."
"For the conscientious parent or
teacher,. Match Patch can become
a te~:IChlngjl~arning device for stimulatmg the Inquisitive mind of the

young c~ild," added Velma Lehman, an 1nst~uctor of Early Childhood Educat1on and Management
at the Community College of Denver. Match Patch is being used by
many teachers in the Denver Public
Schools . and ha~ been approved
for curnculum m the Jefferson
County Schools.
The road to the final product
proved to be a full-time job for the
soft-spoken, dedicated Marguarette, who credits her attorney husband, Carl , with helping her dream
become reality. It was his legal advice and financial backing that
made this undertaking possible.
Match Patch was redone four times
between May and the time of its
release . Sales promotions have all
been through Marguarette's own
personal contacts, but she now
boasts the sales of Match Patch in
26 Denver area stores covering all
the major shopping centers, including two leading department stores,
The Denver Dry and May-D&F.
Match Patch was featured in a
demonstration recently at May-D&F,
and wi II be shown on a weekly children 's television program Noel and
Andy. CCM American School supply was not only enthusiastic about
Match Patch, but agreed to include
it in their national catalog which
had already gone to press. Learning Pathways, Inc., of ~ve~gre~n ,
Colo., a marketing and d1stnbut1~g
firm dealing in educational med1a,
owned by Drs. Jean Scott and Robert M. Tewsbury, took 50 games. to
Chicago in March to mer.ch.andlse
at the American Association of
Higher Education Conventio~ ....
The list of marketing possibilitieS
is impressive and growin~, b~t
guarette feels that there IS st!ll
much to be done before she will
realize a profit.
A 1957 Reg is gradual~ Marguarette attributes her expenences a~d
assoc iations at the College ~~th
helping her form the outloo.k whiG~
has guided much of her life. Sh
feels that the hopeful strides she
has made with her game have not
been due solely to begi~ner's lu~~·
but to a great deal of fa1th as w ·
She admits that many of her contacts were made "because ~0 ~~;
thing kept forcing me to go. hing
spends most of her time searc n
for new distributors, hopefully 0
a national scale.
hare
" It's been fun: I wanted to s ther
Match Patch w1t.h as m.any ao be
children as possible. ThiS rii~W."
the start of new games to 0

Regis Trainer Cited
For Life Saving
Efforts at Rockhurst

Larry Franca

The speed and skill of Regis College Athletic Trainer and Track
Coach, Larry Franca, was credited
with saving the life of Rockhurst
College cheerleader John McManus
during the Regis-Rockhurst basketball game in Kansas City last December.
Near the game's end, McManus,
during a " flip" routine, fell and
landed on his head. He was knocked
unconscious, went into convulsions
and swallowed his tongue.
Franca moved into the crisis, was
able to depress the youth's tongue
and administered oxygen from a
portable tank which the Regis team
carries on road trips.
After several days in the hospital
McManus completely recovered.
Brain scan and EEG tests were
negative. He suffered no fracture,
concussion or serious injury.
"I was overwhelmingly lucky that
you were present with your little
black bag, for without your help I
would have suffocated," McManus
later wrote to Franca. Franca also
received expressions of gratitude
from the boy's parents, from Father
Maurice E. Van Ackeran, S.J., Rockhurst President, and from other

officials.
Franca was honored with a special award by the Regis College
Student Senate during the annual
Spring Honors Banquet, March 18.
Regis, incidentally, won the game,
94-84, although the contest was
called with a minute left to play
because of the McManus accident.
A 1971 graduate of Regis, Franca
joined the athletic department staff
and faculty full time this year. He
served as a trainer his last three
years as a Regis student and also
played baseball. He was student
trainer for three years at Denver's
Mt. Carmel High School.
Franca also serves as an assistant trainer with Denver's professional football and basketball teams,
the Broncos and the Rockets. He
holds membership in the American
College of Sports Medicine and the
National Athletic Trainers Association . His future plans include graduate study in physical therapy and
eventually a professional caree r
with a major league baseball club.
In addition to his duties as trainer,
Franca also teaches trainer courses
at Regis and is conducting research
on a new knee brace design.

Rangers Post Winning 15-12 Basketball Season
The word "championship " hasn't
been bantered about much in Regis
College basketball circles in recent
years but it was prominent in the
Rangers' wordbook and playbook
in 1971-72.
Besides posting a 15-12 winning
season, Regis was impressive by
also earning :
- Competition in the NAIA District 7 championship playoffs,
the College's first appearance
in a post-season, collegiatesponsored tourney in 14 years.
- The co-championship of the
RMAC Mountain Division, a
title that was won with a victory in the season finale.
- The championship of a fourteam Holiday Classic tournament hosted by the University
of Northern Colorado in December.
Regis had been hit and miss in
managing a 7-10 mark as it moved
into a late season six-game home
stand. Then the pieces really started
falling into place.
Coach Wayne Monson's club won
all six at home in a hot spree that
included a " must" win over Adams
State College with whom the Rang-

ers shared the RMAC title. There
was also the excitement of a very
satisfying 84-64 conquest of the Air
Force Academy, only one of four
Regis wins over the Falcons and
the first since the 1963-64 campaign.
The strong finish sent Regis into
a playoff with Adams State to decide the Mountain Division opponent against Southern Colorado State
College for the overall RMAC title.
Luck of the draw placed the game
at Alamosa. Adams State beat Regis
79-67 but then lost to sese.
SCSC opted for NCAA postseason action which gave the nod
for the site of the NAIA playoffs to
Adams State. Regis dumped Grand
Canyon College in the first round,
95-64, to reach the finals againstyou guessed i t - Adams State who
had beaten Eastern New Mexico in
the other first round game. The
Rangers, cold in the second half,
lost 100-75. Understandably, a groan
was the most common reaction with
the mention of Adams State in the
Ranger cage camp.
Six players, five of them seniors,
played prominent roles in producing Regis' interesting season: Paul
Drinkhahn, John Kafka and Tim

Kelley, who closed out four-year
Regis careers ; Ray Stosik and Wiley
Davis, transfers to Regis two years
ago; and junior Dave Klassen, a
transfer this season.
Drinkhahn led individual scoring
with 438 points, 101 more than his
1970-71 total. Klassen was second
with 396 and led rebounding with
a 10.2 average. Kafka's 349 point
total was third in the standings fol lowed by Davis with 336. Stosik
added 300 points and Kelley 180.
Drinkhahn and Kafka both broke
into the Rangers' 1DOD-Point Club.
Drinkhahn's career total of 1,397
places him fourth in the standings,
behind such performers as Dennis
Boone, Don Fortney and Mick Shannon. Kafka had a four-year total of
1,093 points.
The senior exodus will present
Coach Monson with some formidable rebuilding chores. The return
of Klassen, at 6-10 one of the tallest
men to perform in Ranger togs, plus
that of Mike Hicks and DeLeon
Wilson, impressive throughout the
season, will help. Monson is also
depending upon the return of Dana
Kellogg, letterman of two seasons
ago, Dan Gentile and several transfers and incoming frosh.
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RffiHC Proposes ffiajor
Organizational Changes
Proposals that may prompt a major change in the present organization of the Rocky Mountain Athletic
Conference were expected to be
among major agenda items for
spring meetings of RMAC Presidents and Athletic Directors.
Existing differences between the
two divisions of the conference
were seemingly widened by actions
taken during a meeting of the Presidents last December. At that time
grant-in-aid to student-athletes at
RMAC member schools were
changed to tuition and fees only,
eliminating allowances for books,
supplies and meals. Opposition to
this change has been gaining momentum particularly among Plains
Division members.
There was also discussion in December concerning elimination of
conference championships, limiting
schedules in some sports and matters pertaining to eligibility rules for
student-athletes.
Plains Division athletic representatives reportedly have recommended that the RMAC be split into
two autonomous conferences, with
each establishing its own rules governing financial aid , sports program
and championship events.
Economics are a prime concern
in these deliberations. Some
schools welcome grant-in-aid cutbacks which are to be effective in
1972-73. Others note that any economic problems should be met on
an individual member basis without
placing the same restrictions upon
the whole RMAC membership.

Spring Sports lllrapup
Baseball took the lead in opening Regis College's spring sports
schedule, opening a 32-game card
at the University of Colorado.
Through March Coach Joe Pignatiello's club had a 4-7 mark and had
a 9-game road trip through the
the southwest.
Track, golf and tennis season
openers were on the April calendar,
although Coach Larry Franca's
track crew tuned up with indoor
competition during March.
Athletic Director Lou Kellogg is
guiding the golf team this spring
with Wayne Monson coaching the
tennis club.
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Regis
Summer Session
The Regis Summer Session begins in Jun.e and ~ffers a comprehensive vanety of t1mely workshops,
seminars, three, four an<;J sevenweek credit courses, and nme-week
accelerated programs which will
provide a year's work in languages
and science.
Among the special workshops
offered will be:
Narcotics: Abuse and Control ;
Historical Problems: The University,
China and Asia, The Disadvantaged ;
Contemporary Problems in Religion
and Education; Special Education;
Social Themes in Literature ; Religious Education; Literature and
Psychology; Modern Literature and
Drama; Chardin and Our Modern
World; Reading Methods; Educating the Disadvantaged; Philosophy
of History; Reading Disabilities;
Literature, Art and Music in the
Elementary Grades ; Science for the
Elementary Grades.
Courses are geared toward helping students acquire a maximum
number of credits for their personal
and/or academic needs.

Hdmissions Outlook
Regis College 's entering freshman class this fall will probably be
smaller than in past years; however,
officials indicate the academic quality of the class will continue on the
upswing.
Philip R. Flanigan , Regis' Director of Admissions and Records
notes completed applications as of
April 1 totaled 429, one hundred
below the figure at the same time
a year ago.
" The acceptance percentage will
probably be greater this year than
in the past two or three years due to
the high quality of the applicants "
Flanigan said.
'
He pointed out that over the past
three or four years Regis has discouraged students with a grade
average of ~ . 5 from applying to the
C.ollege. Th1s year's applications indica!e the. students are of better
qu<:tl1ty wh1ch prompts Flanigan to
estm~ate the acceptance rate will
be h1gh, somewhere in the 90 per
cent range.

~Ianigan said one reason applications may be down this year is
due to the fact that this year Regis
has gone to an April 1 reply or acceptance date to all candidates,
except for those early admissions
accepted last December. In the past
several years Regis' early acceptance total at this time was close to
200 students.
" This year we note that students
seem to be changing their attitude
toward early application due to the
fact that many colleges are forcing
them to make a decision concerning their advanced down payment
before they have heard from all the
colleges to which they have made
application," Flanigan said.
Contrary to national trends, Regis' enrollment has been on the increase in recent years. The 1969-70
enrollment was 1,027. In 1970-71
the total was 1,424, the highest in
the College 's history. Total enrollment last fall was 1,414.
" It is difficult to make a prediction on what our total enrollment
picture will be next September,"
Flanigan said, " due in part to the
dropout t rend that we have been experiencing." He also noted that
since Mercy Hospital is phasing out
its nursing program, Regis will no
longer be enrolling nursing students
for freshman science courses.

Hall named KU Coach
Former Regis College coach Joe
B. Hall has been named to succeed
the legendary Adolph Rupp ~s he~d
basketball coach at the Un1vers1ty
of Kentucky. Hall , 43, has served as
an assistant under Rupp the past
seven years.
Hall was at Regis from 19~8-64,
serving one year as an ass1stant
coach then became head coach
and a'thletic director. His Ranger
teams compiled a 57-50 overall record in five seasons.
.
Hall coached at Central Missoun
State College during the 1964·65
season and then moved on to Kentucky.

---

ALUMNI NOTES
1930

Reddin Province of the Fourth
Degree Knights of Columbus,
comprising Arizona, Colorado,
New Mexico and Utah. He is
Director of College Relations
at Regis.

Maurice H. Palrang,
athletic director and head
coach at Boys Town, r.eceived
Creighton University's Distinguished Citizen Citation, the
highest non-academic honor
given by that school.
Francis E. McCabe,
D.D.S., of Denver, received
a gold metal recently in a
26-mile marathon race in las
Vegas, Nev.

1952
Patrick L. Eagan received
the Ph.D. in political science
in May, 1971, and is an assistant professor at the University of Massachusetts.

1945

1953

Col. Philip A. Davis is
lead of the Operations Department, Marine Corps Base,
Quantico, Va .

William J. Roley, Fort
Collins, Colo., has opened his
third store in the northern
Colorado area, specializing in
books and gifts.
Richard F. Aller has been
elected group secretary of the
Bankers' life, Des Moines, Ia.

1946
Robert L. Kilker is president of Friends of Ozanam,
a travel club in Kansas City,
Mo.

1955

John J. Burns operates a
lumber and hardware company in Texline, Tex.

John C. Jansen is a cost
accounting manager of the
Aithonia Lighting Division of
the National Institute, Kirkwood, Mo.

1948

1956

Joseph L. Ryan was promoted to vice president and
treasurer of Silo of Denver,
Inc.

Thomas C. Lahey was
promoted to Captain with the
Denver Police Department and
is assigned as Police Administrative Assistant to the Manager of Safety and Excise.
Dr. J. Paul Devlin, a
professor of chemistry at
Oklahoma State University,
Stillwater, Okla., is doing
post-doctoral wo.rk at the University of Minnesota.
Richard M. Schafbuch,
general manager of KOA Radio, Denver, was named Red
Cross Month of March Chairman of activities for the Mile
High Chapter.
John T. Grace has been
elected a director of Hindry
& Meyer, a Denve.r law firm.

1947

1950
U.S.A.F. Lt. Col, Wade
R. Kilbride, of Chicago, has
received a third award of the
Distinguished Flying Cross and
the fifth through ninth awards
of the Air Medal for combat
achievements in Southeast
Asia .
William T. Diss, of Denver, has been appointed chairman of the American Institute
of Certified Public Accounts'
Committee on State legislation .
Joseph R. Albi, of Denver has been named chairme~ of the Colorado Centennial-Bicentennial Commission.

1951
Andrew J. Martelon, of
Denver has been named to
a seco,nd term as Vice Supreme Master of the John H.

Andy Martelon

Henry C. Blume
'59

'51

Merlin J. Hellman,
Houghton, Ia ., has been appointed to the Board of Directors of Fort Madison Bank &
Trust Co. The Mayor of Houghton, Hellman also works as an
estate and business planning
consultant, deals with equity
investments and in life and
health insurance.

1958
John W. Crubaugh is the
principal of Pulaski Senior
High School, Pulaski, Wise.
He is a doctoral candidate at
the University of Wisconsin.
David C. Rickhoff, Overland Park, Kans., a sales representative for Brown Shoe
Co., St. louis, has been elected
vice president of the· Central
States Shoe Travelers' Assn.

1959
Jerome R. Stratton,
Denver, is teaching speech
and English in the littleton,
Colo., public schools and is
a moderator of a weekly talk
show on KGMC Radio, Denver.
Henry C. Blum has been
named senior vice president
of Finance for Columbia Savings and loan Associaton and
Columbia Corporation of Denve.r. He is also treasurer of
the financial Corporation of
America and its subsidiaries.
Ronald D. Bernhard has
been appointed vice president
of insurance marketing for
Day, Webb & Taylor, in Denver.

1957

1960

Charles J. Murphy,
owner of Murphy & Co., mobile park developer, Colorado Springs, Colo., has developed a new mobile park
in that area .

John W. Hartmeyer, Jr.
has been elected to the Board
of Directors of Merchants National Bank in Muncie, Ind.
He is the president of AI Pete,
Inc. and AI Pete Meats, Inc.

John W. Hartmeyer,
Jr. '60

J. Keith Meisel has been
named regional dealer leasing manager for the Chevrolet Motor Co., in Minneapolis.

1961
Richard J. O'Grady,
Northglenn, Colo., was reelected to a two-year term on
the City Council and will
represent Northglenn on the
Denver Regional Council of
Governments.
Frank E. Blatter, a comptroller for the United Banks of
Colorado, has been elected
vice president of the Rocky
Mountain Chapter of the Tax
Executives Institute, Denver.
Charles K. Danchertsen
is a Control Analyst for Shell
Oil Co., Chicago.

1962
Charles D. Weller, Palos
Verdes, Calif., has been appointed criminal justice grant
director for the high-impact
anticrime project in Denver.

1963
Louis Stout has been
named assistant commissioner
of the Kentucky High School
Athletic Association.
Dennis L. Kiefer has ,rejoined the faculty at Grand
Junction, Colo., high school
afte.r completing work on the
masters degree during a sabbatical year of study at Ball
State University.
Richard C. Feely received
the masters degree in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary, from the University of
Northern Colorado.
Gary T. Potter, of Denver, has been appointed a
trust officer with the United
Bank of Denver.
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Sr. Magdelene Lenges,
O.L.U.M., received the master's degree in library science
in June, 1971, Iram the Indiana State University, and has
accepted a position as reference librarian at St. Francis
College, Ft. Wayne, Ind.

U.S.A.F. 1st Lt. John F.
Riesenman, Jr., assigned

Charles Murphy
'57

Jerome R. Stratton
'59

Sr. Magdelene
Lenges'68

David R. Sussman, M.D.

William P. Buckley has

and his wife are serving a
one-year tenure in missionary
work at St. Joseph's Mercy
Hospital in Georgetown, Guyana, South America.

been appointed Denver deputy district attorney.

1964
Robert A. Burnsow received the masters degree in
Industrial Relations from Loyola Unive,rsity, Chicago, in
August 1971, and is the personnel manager of the Paper
Mate Co., LeGrande Park, Ill.
Frank W. Fitzpatrick is
working toward his master of
law degree at SMU, and is
an Internal Revenue attorney
in Dallas, Tex.
James S. Doyle has been
named account manager for
Directo.r, a computerized management information system
offered by Finanswer America/Computer Services, in
Denver.

1965
James W. Holthaus is a
casualty insurance agent with
Koebel & Co., Denver.
Dudley H. Schwade received the master's degree in
August, 1971, from the Univenity of Northern Colorado.
Charles F. Leonard received the master's degree in
education from the University
of Colorado in August, 1971.
Jack L. Coyne received
the masters degree in personnel services at the University
of Colorado and is working
as an employment manager
for Coors Containers Co., and
Coors Poreclain Co., Golden,
Colo.
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John Zalite! received the
Ph .D. degree from the University of Iowa and is an organic
chemist with Lori liard Tobacco
Co., Greensboro, N.C.
1966
Kenneth S. LaRusso is
superintendent of Arriba Public Schools, Arriba, Colo., and
is working toward an Ed.S.
degree at the University of
Northern Colorado.

Theodore M. Beringer
received the Ph.D. degree in
anatomy from Loyola University in Chicago. He is doing
research as a National Institute of Health postdoctoral
fellow in the department of
physiology at the State University of New York, Buffalo.

Patrick H. Doman is a
special agent in the Headqua.rters Enforcement Division
of the Bureau of Narcotics
and Dangerous Drugs, Washington, D.C. He and his family reside in Chantilly, Va .
Michael J. McGinnis received the master's degree in
Special Education: Rehabilitation Counseling, from the
University of Northern Colorado.

Lt. John J. Martin, M.D.
is stationed with the U.S.
Naval Medical Corps at Indian Head, Md., Naval Ordinance Station.

Ronald A. Artzer is a
national account executive
with Genera I Foods Corp.,
Rolling Meadows, Ill.

1st Lt.
John F. Riesenman ,
Jr. '68

1967
Dave D. Conway, of
Denver, has been promoted
to supervisor of the chemical
analysis section in the analytical department of Marathon Oil Co.

Brian M. McGuire, M.D.,
graduated in May, 1971 from
the University of Colorado
School of Medicine where he
was awarded the Boettcher,
Cheley and Clascoe Scholarships and the Mosby Award
for excellence in surgery. He
is serving his first year residency in surgery at the University of Colorado Medical
Center, Denver.

Philip D. Quinley,
D.D.S., a May, 1971 graduate of The Creighton University School of Dentistry, is
a captain in the Air Force,
practicing dentistry in Taegu,
Korea. While at Creighton, he
was crowned King Creighton,
the first dental student to receive this award in 11 years.
Peter M. B r ewe r, of
Overland Park, Kans., is account executive and advertising manager of Mace Advertising Agency, Morton, Ill.
Michael J. Sise received
the J.D. Degree from DePaul
University School of Law in
Chicago in June, 1971, passed
the Illinois Bar Examination
last fall , and is associated
with Pretzel, Stouffer, Nolan
and Rooney in Chicago.

196B
Rev. Edward M. Hoffman Ill, of Denver, was ordained to the priesthood in
January.

with the Aerospace Defense
Command at McChord AFB
Wash ., was decorated with
the Bronze Star for meritorious service while engaged in
military operations against
Viet Cong forces.

James V. Donoghue,
Jr., has completed his tour
of duty with the Army and is
working at Marshall Field Co.
in Chicago.

Pryor M. Shaughnessy,
serving on an Advisory Team
in the Tuy Phong District of
Vietnam, has been promoted
to Captain.

Dennis J. Cunningham
received the master's degree
in business administration in
February, 1972 and is affiliated with loewi & Co., an
investment securities firm in
Chicago.

John T. Bennett was discharged from the U.S. Marine
Corps and is working as a
Juvenile Counselor at the San
F r a n cisco Youth Guidance
Center.
Army Spec. S Richard
E. Rokosz, of Denver, was
awarded the good conduct
medal near DeNang, Viet·
nom.

1969

Thomas P. Kresler, of
Chicago, is a sales representative for Revlon, Inc.

Robert H. Bell, Jr., of
Denver, was promoted to vice
president and treasurer and
is part owner of Bell &Dunkel,
Inc., food brokers.
Lawrence Sferra, of Denver, passed the 19~1 Certi~ied
Public Accountants Examma·
lion.
Stephen
Brittan r~
ceived the master's degree 10
Mass Communication in D~
cember, 1971, from the University of Denver.

c.

A
•

David F. Carr, of Denver,
passed the 1971 Certified
~ublic Accountants' Examination .
1970
John E. Krettek has won
the lange Medical Publications Book Award for the academic year 1970-71 at the
Washington University School
of Medicine.
William R. Munsell, Arvada, Colo., is teaching biology in Adams County School
District 12 and doing graduate work at the University of
Colorado.
Pvt. David E. Calvert,
Mansfield, La., has completed
basic training with the U.S.
Army in Ft. Polk, La.
Stephen H. Stephany,
of Schiller Park, Ill., has been
commissioned a 2nd lieutenant in the U.S. Air Force, and
is assigned to the 341 st Combat Support Group, Maimstrom AFB, Mont.

A
•

Stephen G. Medler is a
bank officer at the Missouri
Bank & Trust Co., St. louis,
and is attending graduate
business school at St. louis
University.
Michael C. Johnston and
Gerald R. Weis, both of
Denver, are partners in Sherlock Holmes, ltd., a residential mountain home construction firm .
Louis L. Kurtz is attending The Creighton University
Law School, Omaha.
Mary F. Sidor has received her commission as ensign in the U.S. Navy and is
assigned as an educational
services officer at Saufley
Field, Pensacola, Fla.
Randall W. Roth, of
Denver, passed the 1971 Certified Public Accountants' Examination and is an instructor
in the economics department
of Regis' evening division.

A

W

Gerald A. Carpenter is
an educational office representative on the Drug Abuse
Control Committee at Ent
AFB, Colorado Springs, Colo.
He is taking graduate studies
at the University of Colorado.

1971

MARRIAGES

Pvt. Frank L. Robinson,
Portsmouth, R.I., com pI et e d
eight weeks of basic training
at the U.S. Army Training
Center, Infantry, Ft. Dix, N.J.
Robert P. Nadorff, of
Denver, passed the 1971 Certified Public Accountants' Examination .
Richard J. Weisbecker,
Arvada, Colo., has been commissioned a 2nd lieutenant in
the U.S. Air Force, Lockland
AFB, Tex.
Pvt. Edgar S. Albrecht,
Jr., Glendale, Mo., completed
a 10-week medical corpsman
course at the U.S. Army Medical Training Center, Ft. Sam
Houston, Tex.
Perry P. King, Denver,
and Paul G. Bergman, Jr.,
Kansas City, Mo., are en.rolled in the Thunderbird
Graduate School of Internetiona I Management, Glendale, Ariz.
Pvt. John R. Teske,
Aurora, Colo., recently completed a 10-week medic a I
corpsman course at the U.S.
Army Medical Training Center, Ft. Sam Houston, Tex.
Michael J. Fogarty, Kansas City, Mo., is working on
the construction of Penn Valley Community College.
William P. Martin, Jr.,
is a marketing assistant for
the Manufacturers' Life Insurance Co., Denver.
Frank McGivern has
joined the Taylor Publishing
Co., Dallas, Tex., as a yearbook counselor. He is headquartered in Wichita, Kans.
Douglas M. Tisdale, Ann
Arbor, Mich., received the
bachelor's degree from the
University of Michigan on
May 1, 1971 and was elected
to membership in Phi Beta
Kappa . He is an assistant in
research with the Institute for
Social Research, University of
Michigan, working on a National Mental Health Survey
for the National Institute of
Mental Health.

William F. Shanley, '71,
to Christine Pisciotta, W73,
October 23, 1971, in Denver.
John E. Redmond, Jr.,
W64, to Mary Constance
Maryanski, October 8, 1971,
in Omaha.
James R. Kluge, '71,
to Charlene White, October
9, 1971, in Edgewater, Colo.
David J. Mertez, '70,
to Ann K. Schmidt, W72, July
10, 1971, in Kansas City, Mo.
David J. Roubik, '66,
to Charlotte Kinnison, August 21, 1971, in Denver, Colo.
Lynn E. Kasch, W72, to
Katheryn A. Rice, January,
1972, in Denver.
John R. Cero, W70, to
Frances l. Garramone, January 15, 1972, in Denver.
Frank A. DeSciose, '70,
to Shirley J. Joyal, September,
1971, in Denver.
1st Lt. Jerome H. Brecher, '69, to Donna J. Hunninghake, '71, December 29,
1971, in Denver.

1972
Dennis J. Bennett is
serving with the U.S. Army in
Vietnam .

BIRTHS

A daughter, lisa Marie,
born November 21, 1971, to
Mr. and Mrs. William R.
Munsell, '70, of Arvada
Colo.
A daughter, Jennifer Bliss,
born December 29, 1971 , to
Mr. and Mrs. James J.
Waters, Ill, '61, of Denver.
A daughter, Amy Michelle,
born July 20, 1971, to Mr.
and Mrs. William B. Calandrella, W67, of Boulder,
Colo.
A son, Brian Christopher,
born September 20, 1971, to
Mr. and Mrs. J. Roland
Wilson, '66, of Ann Arbor,
Mich .
A son, Christopher Alexander, born July 15, 1971, to
Lt. and Mrs. Roland A.
Artzer, '66, of Rolling Meadows, Ill.
A daughter, Catherine
Anne, born October 26, 1971,
to Mr. and Mrs. Dennis M.
Baumgartner, '65, of Denver.
A daughter, lisa Ann, born
October 31, 1971, to Dr. and
Mrs. Joseph J. Figlino,
'66, of Denver.
A son, Herbert Charles, IV,
born October 27, 1971, to

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert C.
Liebmann, Ill, '64, of
Green Bay, Wise.
A son, Sean Dominick, born
August 23, 1971, to Mr. and
Mrs. Richard L. Schraeder,
'69, of Arvada, Colo.
A daughter, Al ice lgoe,
born May 25, 1971, to Mr.
and Mrs. Dave C. Richoff,
W58, of Overland Park,
Kan.
A son, Matthew James,
born November 15, 1971 , to
Mr. and Mrs. James W.
Holthaus, '65, of Denver.
A daughter, Anna Juliette, born August 29, 1971,
to Mr. and Mrs. Timothy
J. Willard, '65, of Denver.
A son, Edwin J., Ill, born
September 22, 1971, to Mr.
and Mrs. Edwin J. Feulner, Jr., , '63, of Fairfax
City, Va.
DEATHS
Edward A. Floyd, Sr.,
'15, February 4, 1972, in
Denver ..
Charles B. Kennedy,
W26, January 3, 1972, in
Lakewood, Calif.
Adrian Maguire, '29,
September, 1971, in Alexandria, Va.
James W. Close, '31,
March 3, 1972, in Wilmette,

Ill.
Jerome J. Doherty, Jr.,
'37, November, 1971, in Al buquerque, N.M.
William E. Hepp, '37,
January 11 , 1972, in El Paso,
Tex.
Michael J. Kennedy,
'42, June 19, 1971, in Evanston, Ill.
George A. Reichert,
'54, December 4, 1971 , in
Vail, Colo.
John R. Ryan, W55,
Septembe.r 11, 1971, in
Seattle, Wash.
Jerome Whitaker, '65,
January 21, 1972, in a onecar accident in Kansas City,
Mo.
Joseph V. Carroll, W71,
January 17, 1972, in a hiking
accident on Berthoud Pass,
in Colo.
Jerome D. Kruse, W72,
October 28, 1971 , in an automobile accident in Sterling,
Colo.
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Address Correction Requested

In late February, students began taking residency in the newly-completed dormitory, located on the west side of the Regis campus between the Main Hall a~d the
Student Center. These students had been housed in mobile units during the f1rst semester.
The _new student residence , temporarily called West Hall, will accommodate 216
students m double rooms, five resident assistants and one head resident.
.
The fully-carpeted dormitory is. attractively furnished and features ~ s~ac1ous
formal lounge and recreation room ; several small informal lounges, three w1th kltch_enettes; study areas; a sauna; complete laundry facilities ; and special rooms for sewmg ,
arts and crafts, games and cards, music and typing.
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